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and the term is one that is familiar to literate Arabs elsewhere
who have learned geography from text-books, but the tribes
who live in the Rub4 al Khali neither use the term nor under-
stand it in its geographical sense.' He does not so much as
mention the name ' Ahqaf', and he does not discuss the
connotation of the term ' Al Rimal', though he uses it as in-
dicating the whole of the great sands through which he
passed up to Bunaiyan and the waterless desert to westward
of his route. Like Major Cheesman, he boldly and uncom-
promisingly substitutes it for ' Rube al Khali', which is
expunged from the map of Arabia in the most cavalierly
fashion. Mr. Thomas does however use the latter term quite
freely for convenience and as the title of his map.
Such then is the evidence for the prosecution. Exactness
of geographical nomenclature is not, of course, to be expected
of the Badawin, but they do know what they are talking
about and they care little whether one term, when written
upon paper, overlaps another when similarly put to un-
necessary uses, while they know that the features represented
by such terms do in fact overlap and mingle in situ. The term
* Sawahib ', for instance, and the long parallel dune-ranges
which it is used to indicate, inevitably encroach not only on
Rub* al Khali (in the narrower sense which I shall shortly
discuss) but on the southern part of Al Rimal and swallows
up the whole of Al Khiran. Similarly the Tuwal or deep well
area to the north bestrides part of Al Rimal and part of
Summan, while the Summan itself is partly Rube al Khali and
partly not.
When I went down to Wadi Dawasir in 1918, skirting the
northern fringe of the Empty Quarter and often discussing its
contents and character, my companions, among whom was a
well-known representative of the Murra,1 used the term
' Rub* al Khali ' quite freely and intelligently. And now,
while plans were being made for my expedition, that was the
term used both by the King and his Mi-maters and others
concerned. It was used by Ibn Jiluwi. Sa'dan shivered at
the very sound of it; and the Qusaibi brothers and other
friends of mine in the Hasa thought I was mad to venture
1 Jabir ibn Faraj of the Buhaih, since dead.
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